
An Embodied Check-in #1

To begin the Check-in™, allow yourself to settle into a place where you can
be undisturbed for as long as you can stay focused on this practice, but
no more than 10 - 20 minutes.

To introduce yourself to the Check-In, please visit these videos on my
Youtube Channel Embodiment LLC Live Life More Fully:
https://youtu.be/sVje5Vhbxek
https://youtu.be/Q9ceeiDlaiI
*****************************************************
As you check-in with the support of your breath, the support of the Earth
and your bones,  and the environment around you, consider these
questions for yourself:

● What do I notice as I observe my breath flowing in and out?  Is there
movement?  Is there temperature change?  Do any of the following
options help me describe my experience?

-It is in my Upper Body-          -It is in my Lower Body-

-It is in my Whole Body-               -It moves throughout my Body-

-It is in the Right Side of my Body-      -It is in the Left Side of my Body-

-It is in the Front of my Body-        -It is in the Back of my Body-

-It is flat-            -It is round like a ball-        -It is oval-    -it is a pyramid-

-it is di�use with no specific shape-                         -It is an odd shape.

● Where in my body do I notice the sensations of being supported by
the chair/Earth/floor in this moment?

-It is in my Upper Body-          -It is in my Lower Body-

-It is in my Whole Body-               -It moves throughout my Body-

-It is in the Right Side of my Body-      -It is in the Left Side of my Body-

-It is in the Front of my Body-        -It is in the Back of my Body-
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● Where am I in space right now?  What do I see, hear, smell or feel with
my skin that is of interest right now, and how might I describe my
experience of it?

-It is bumpy-     -It is smooth-   -It is warm-     -It is hot-    -It is cold-

-It is cool-    -It is scratchy-      -It is pointy-   -it is soft-      -It is heavy-

-It is lightweight-    -It is firm-    -It is wiggly-    -it moves slowly-

-it moves quickly-    -it’s color is: <fill in the blank>

-it moves in a pattern that looks something like this:

-It has a 3D shape and it’s size is similar to: (choose one)
A pea     A golf ball     A tennis ball     a grapefruit    a cantaloupe
A shoe box     a beach ball     a physio ball     a refrigerator    a car
A house     A skyscraper    A planet   your suggestion:<fill in the blank>

● When I notice myself, in general, right in this moment, I notice that I
would describe myself as, generally:

-comfortable-           -uncomfortable-
-at ease-       - uneasy-
-settled-  -unsettled-

-none of the above, I would describe myself as <fill in the blank>

If you notice that you are comfortable, at ease and/or settled, give yourself
permission to continue the practice as you move into your day.

If you notice you are uncomfortable, uneasy or unsesttled, give yourself
permission to let go of this practice for today and, if possible, consider in
what way you could change the practice next time to stay within your zone
of comfort, ease and settling (possibly changing where you practice or how
long you practice).  If you would like individual support to be able to
explore this practice with more ease, please contact me at
EmbodimenLLC@gmail.com
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